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Abstract The decay-time-dependent CP asymmetry in
B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays is measured using proton–proton
collision data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
1.9 fb−1, collected with the LHCb detector at a centre-of-
mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016. Using a sample
of approximately 117 000 signal decays with an invariant
K +K − mass in the vicinity of the φ(1020) resonance, the
CP-violating phase φs is measured, along with the differ-
ence in decay widths of the light and heavy mass eigenstates
of the B0s -B0s system, s . The difference of the average
B0s and B0 meson decay widths, s − d , is determined
using in addition a sample of B0 → J/ψ K +π− decays.
The values obtained are φs = −0.083 ± 0.041 ± 0.006 rad,
s = 0.077 ± 0.008 ± 0.003 ps−1 and s − d =
−0.0041 ± 0.0024 ± 0.0015 ps−1, where the first uncer-
tainty is statistical and the second systematic. These are the
most precise single measurements of these quantities to date
and are consistent with expectations based on the Standard
Model and with a previous LHCb analysis of this decay
using data recorded at centre-of-mass energies 7 and 8 TeV.
Finally, the results are combined with recent results from
B0s → J/ψ π+π− decays obtained using the same dataset as
this analysis, and with previous independent LHCb results.
1 Introduction
The existence of new phenomena beyond those predicted
by the Standard Model (SM), hereafter referred to as
New Physics (NP), could introduce sizeable effects on
CP-violating observables. In the SM, CP violation origi-
nates from an irreducible complex phase in the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix that describes the mix-
ing of the mass and weak interaction eigenstates of the
quarks [1,2]. In decays of a B0s meson to a CP eigen-
state, CP violation can originate from the interference of
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the amplitude of the decay and that of the adjoint decay
preceded by B0s -B0s oscillation. It manifests itself through
a nonzero value of the phase φs = −arg (λ), where the
parameter λ ≡ arg [(q/p) (A/A)] describes CP violation
in the interference between mixing and decay. Here, A and
A are the amplitudes for a B0s or a B0s meson to decay to the
same final state and the complex parameters p = 〈B0s |BL〉
and q = 〈B0s |BL〉 describe the relation between the flavour
and the mass eigenstates, light, L, and heavy, H. The two
eigenstates have a decay width difference s ≡ L − H
and a mass difference ms ≡ mH − mL. In the absence
of CP violation in the decay and assuming negligible CP
violation in B0s -B0s mixing [3], |λ| is expected to be unity.
In the SM, ignoring subleading contributions, the phase φs
can be related to the CKM matrix elements Vi j , such that
φs ≈ −2βs , where βs ≡ arg[−(Vts V ∗tb)/(Vcs V ∗cb)]. Global
fits to experimental data, assuming unitarity of the CKM
matrix, give a precise prediction of a small value, namely
−2βs = −0.0369+0.0010−0.0007 rad according to the CKMfitter
group [4] and −2βs = −0.0370 ± 0.0010 rad according to
the UTfit collaboration [5]. However, many NP models [6,7]
predict larger values for this phase if non-SM particles were
to contribute to B0s –B0s oscillations, while satisfying all exist-
ing constraints. Thus, a measurement of φs different from the
SM prediction would provide clear evidence for NP.
Due to its high yield and clean experimental signature,
the most sensitive decay channel to NP contributions is
B0s → J/ψ (→ μ+μ−)K +K − [8], where the kaon pair
predominantly originates from the decay of a φ(1020)
resonance 1. Angular momentum conservation in the decay
implies that the final state is an admixture of CP-even
and CP-odd components, with orbital angular momentum
of 0 or 2, and 1, respectively. Moreover, along with the
three polarisation states of the φ meson (P-wave states),
there is also a CP-odd K +K − component in an S-wave
state [9]. The data can therefore be described considering four
1 The inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied through-
out this paper, unless otherwise noted. For simplicity, the resonance
φ(1020) is referred to as φ in the following.
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polarisation amplitudes Ag = |Ag|e−iδg , where the indices
g ∈ {0, ‖,⊥, S} refer to the longitudinal, transverse-parallel
and transverse-perpendicular relative orientations of the lin-
ear polarisation vectors of the J/ψ and φ mesons and S
to the single S-wave amplitude, respectively. The CP-even
and CP-odd components are disentangled by a decay-time-
dependent angular analysis, where the angular observables
cos θK , cos θμ and φh are defined in the helicity basis as
described in Ref. [10]. The polar angle θK (θμ) is the angle
between the K + (μ+) momentum and the direction opposite
to the B0s momentum in the K +K − (μ+μ−) centre-of-mass
system and φh is the azimuthal angle between the K +K − and
μ+μ− decay planes. The φh angle is defined by a rotation
from the K − side of the K +K − plane to the μ+ side of the
μ+μ− plane. The rotation is positive in the μ+μ− direction
in the B0s rest frame.
A decay-time-dependent angular analysis also allows the
determination of s , and of the average B0s decay width,
s ≡ (L + H) /2. In the SM,s ands can be calculated
within the framework of the heavy quark expansion (HQE)
theory [11–17], where a perturbative expansion of the ampli-
tudes in inverse powers of the b-quark mass is used to cal-
culate b-hadron observables. The ratio of the average decay
width of B0s and B0 mesons, s/d , is usually the preferred
observable to compare with experimental measurements as it
allows the suppression of common uncertainties in the calcu-
lation. The predictions are s = 0.088 ± 0.020 ps−1 [18]
and s/d = 1.0006 ± 0.0025 [19]. The high precision
of the ratio s/d makes it an excellent testing ground for
the validity of the HQE [19,20]. In addition, s can pro-
vide bounds complementary to those from s/d on quark-
hadron duality violation [21].
Measurements ofφs ,s ands using B0s → J/ψ K +K −
decays, with J/ψ → μ+μ−, have been previously reported
by the D0 [22], CDF [23], ATLAS [24,25], CMS [26]
and LHCb [27] collaborations. The LHCb collaboration
has also exploited different decay channels, namely B0s →
J/ψ π+π− [28], B0s → ψ(2S)φ [29], B0s → D+s D−s [30]
and B0s → J/ψ K +K − for the K +K − invariant-mass region
above 1.05 GeV/c2 [31]. The world-average values, includ-
ing all of the above mentioned results, are φs = −0.021 ±
0.031 rad, s = 0.085±0.006 ps−1 and s/d = 1.006±
0.004 [32]. They are in agreement with the abovementioned
predictions.
The main parameters of interest in this paper are φs , |λ|,
s − d , s and ms measured in B0s → J/ψ K +K −
decays, in the K +K − mass region 0.99–1.05 GeV/c2. The
new measurement reported is based on a data sample of
proton–proton collisions recorded at a centre-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016 during Run 2 of
LHC operation, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 0.3 fb−1 and 1.6 fb−1, respectively. The decay width dif-
ference s − d is determined using B0 → J/ψ K +π−
decays as a reference, reconstructed in the same data set as
the signal. The K +π− in the final state originates predom-
inantly from the decay of a K ∗(892)0 resonance. The anal-
ysis procedure gives access to s − d rather than s due
to the dependence of the time efficiency parametrisation on
d . This allows the determination of s − d with a signifi-
cant reduction of the systematic uncertainty associated with
lifetime-biasing selection requirements compared to the pre-
vious measurement. Taking as an input the precisely known
value of d [32], the ratio s/d may be determined with
higher precision with respect to measuring the two lifetimes
independently.
In this analysis, the polarisation-independent CP-violating
parameter λr , associated with each polarisation state r , is
defined such that λr = ηrλ, where ηr = +1 for r ∈ {0, ‖}
and ηr = −1 for r ∈ {⊥, S}. As a consequence, φs =
− arg λ. However, this assumption can be relaxed such that
the values of φrs and |λr | are measured separately for each
polarisation state. In addition, the following quantities are
measured: the φ polarization fractions |A0|2 and |A⊥|2; the
strong-phase differences δ⊥ − δ0 and δ‖ − δ0; the fraction of
S-wave, FS, and the phase difference δS − δ⊥. The S-wave
parameters are measured in bins of m(K +K −). The sum
|A0|2 + |A⊥|2 + |A‖|2 equals unity and by convention δ0 is
zero.
After a brief description of the LHCb detector in Sect. 2,
the candidate selection and the background subtraction using
the s Plot technique [33] are outlined in Sect. 3. The rele-
vant inputs to the analysis, namely the decay-time resolu-
tion, the decay-time efficiency, the angular efficiency and
the flavour-tagging calibration, are described in Sects. 4, 5, 6
and 7, respectively. The s Fit procedure [34], the evaluation
of the systematic uncertainties and the results are discussed
in Sects. 8, 9 and 10, respectively. The combination of the
results obtained in this analysis with those measured by the
LHCb collaboration using data collected in 2011 and 2012
and determined using 2015 and 2016 B0s → J/ψ π+π− data
is presented in Sect. 11. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Sect. 12.
2 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [35,36] is a single-arm forward spec-
trometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5,
designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system con-
sisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp
interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located
upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about
4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw
drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The track-
ing system provides a measurement of the momentum, p,
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of charged particles with a relative uncertainty that varies
from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The
minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the
impact parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution of
(15+29/pT)µm, where pT is the component of the momen-
tum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of
charged hadrons are distinguished using information from
two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photons, electrons
and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting
of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromag-
netic and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a
system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire
proportional chambers.
Samples of simulated events are used to optimise the sig-
nal selection, to derive the angular efficiency and to correct
the decay-time efficiency. In simulations, pp collisions are
generated using Pythia [37,38] with a specific LHCb con-
figuration [39]. Decays of hadronic particles are described
by EvtGen [40], in which final-state radiation is generated
using Photos [41]. The interaction of the generated par-
ticles with the detector, and its response, are implemented
using the Geant4 toolkit [42,43] as described in Ref. [44].
The B0s → J/ψφ simulated sample used in this analysis is
generated taking into account the three possible polarization
states of the φ meson while S-wave contributions are not
included.
3 Selection and mass fit
Events are first required to pass an online event selection
performed by a trigger [45], which consists of a hardware
stage, based on information from calorimeters and muon sys-
tems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full event
reconstruction. At the hardware stage, events are required to
have a muon with high pT or a hadron, photon or electron
with high transverse-energy deposit in the calorimeters. A
difference with respect to the previous analysis is that all the
events passing any of the hardware trigger requirements are
accepted. This increases the signal yield by 13% in 2015 and
by 7% in 2016 with respect to using the muon system infor-
mation only. The different signal gain in the two data taking
years is due to tighter L0 trigger thresholds employed in the
2015 data. The subsequent software trigger consists of two
separate stages. In the first stage, the events can be divided
into two categories. In the first category, they are required
to have two well-identified oppositely charged muons with
invariant mass larger than 2700 MeV/c2. This trigger has an
almost uniform efficiency as a function of B0s decay time
and will be referred to as unbiased. In the second category,
events are retained if there is at least one muon with trans-
verse momentum larger than about 1 GeV/c and with a large
impact-parameter significance with respect to all PVs in the
event. The latter is defined as the difference in the vertex-fit
χ2 of the PV fitted with and without the considered track.
Events are also included in the second category if they pass
the selection by a multivariate algorithm that identifies a two-
track good-quality secondary vertex with a large scalar sum
of the pT of the associated charged particles and a significant
displacement from the PVs. These triggers, whose selection
thresholds changed slightly between 2015 and 2016 data tak-
ing, introduce a nontrivial dependence of the efficiency on
the B0s decay time and will be referred to as biased. In the sec-
ond stage of the trigger, events containing a μ+μ− pair with
invariant mass within 120 MeV/c2 of the J/ψ mass [46] and
which form a vertex that is significantly displaced from the
PV are selected, introducing another small decay-time bias.
In the offline selection, the J/ψ meson candidates are
formed from two oppositely charged particles, originating
from a common vertex, which are identified as muons and
which have pT larger than 500 MeV/c. The invariant mass
of the μ+μ− pair, m(μ+μ−), must be in the range 3020–
3170 MeV/c2. The J/ψ meson candidates are combined with
K +K − candidates formed from two oppositely charged par-
ticles that are identified as kaons and that originate from
a common vertex. The K +K − pair is required to have pT
larger than 500 MeV/c. The invariant mass of the K +K − pair,
m(K +K −), must be in the range 990–1050 MeV/c2. The B0s
candidates are reconstructed by combining the J/ψ candidate
with the K +K − pair, requiring that they form a good ver-
tex and have an invariant mass, m(J/ψ K +K −), in the range
5200–5550 MeV/c2. The B0s origin vertex is defined as the
PV in the interaction, or if multiple PVs are reconstructed
the PV with the minimum value of the B0s impact parameter
significance is associated with the candidate. The invariant
mass is calculated from a kinematic fit that constrains the B0s
candidate to originate from its origin vertex and constrains
m(μ+μ−) to the known J/ψ mass [46]. When deriving the
decay time, t , and the helicity angles of the B0s candidate
the origin vertex constraint is also applied. In addition, t is
required to be in the range 0.3–15.0 ps, which suppresses
a large fraction of prompt combinatorial background whilst
having a negligible effect on the sensitivity to φs . The kine-
matic fit also estimates a per-candidate decay-time uncer-
tainty, δt .
The selection is optimised with respect to the previ-
ous analysis [27] by means of a gradient-boosted decision
tree (BDT) [47,48], which is used to further suppress com-
binatorial background. To train the BDT, simulated B0s →
J/ψ φ candidates are used as a signal sample and data candi-
dates with m(J/ψ K +K −) in the range 5450–5550 MeV/c2
are used as a sample of combinatorial background. The simu-
lation is corrected to match the distributions observed in data
of particle identification variables, the B0s transverse momen-
tum and pseudorapidity, the quality of the muon and kaon
track fits and the number of tracks in an event with measure-
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ments both in the VELO and the tracking stations. Various
input quantities are used in the BDT to exploit the features of
the signal decay in order to distinguish it from background,
namely the track-fit χ2 of the final-state particles, the particle
identification probability as provided mainly from the RICH
and muon systems, the quality of the candidate J/ψ and B0s
decay vertices, the pT of the B0s candidate and of the K +K −
combination and the B0s IP with respect to its origin vertex.
The selection requirement on the BDT output is chosen to
maximise the effective signal sample size approximated by
the square of the sum of sWeights divided by sum of squared
sWeights.
In addition to combinatorial background, studies of the
data in sidebands of the m(J/ψ K +K −) spectrum show
contributions from approximately 5200 Λ0b → J/ψ pK −
(350 B0 → J/ψ K +π−) decays where the proton (pion) is
misidentified as a kaon. These backgrounds lie around the B0s
signal peak in the m(J/ψ K +K −) distribution, as shown in
Fig. 1. These contributions are suppressed using more strin-
gent kaon identification requirements if the m(J/ψ K +K −)
mass, with the kaon interpreted as a proton (pion), lies
within 15 MeV/c2 around the Λ0b (B0) known mass [46]. This
reduces the B0 → J/ψ K +π− peaking background con-
tribution to approximately 120 decays. This background is
neglected and a systematic uncertainty is assigned to account
for this approximation. The contribution due to the Λ0b back-
ground is 1600 ± 160, where the uncertainty includes sta-
tistical and systematic sources. The Λ0b background is statis-
tically subtracted by inserting simulated Λ0b decays into the
data sample with negative weights. This is done prior to the
sPlot procedure, in which the combinatorial background is
subtracted in a fit to m(J/ψ K +K −). Correlations between
the candidate mass and the angular variables are preserved
and the simulated candidates are weighted such that the dis-
tributions of the kinematic variables used in the fit, and their
correlations, match those of data.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of the invariant mass of B0s candidates, selected
from simulated B0s → J/ψ K +K − (green filled area), Λ0b → J/ψ pK −
(solid red line) and B0 → J/ψ K +π− (dotted blue line) decays. The
distributions are weighted to correct differences in the kinematics and
the resonance content between simulation and data
Figure 2a shows the m(J/ψ K +K −) distribution and the
result of an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the sam-
ple in the range 5200–5550 MeV/c2. The sample is divided
into 24 independent subsamples, corresponding to six bins in
m(K +K −) with boundaries at 990, 1008, 1016, 1020, 1024,
1032, 1050 MeV/c2, to the biased and the unbiased trigger
categories, and to the year of data taking. The probability den-
sity function (PDF) used for the fit is independent for each of
these subsamples and is composed of a single double-sided
Crystal Ball (CB) [49] function for the signal and an expo-
nential function for the combinatorial background. The CB
tail parameters are fixed to those obtained from simulation.
The sPlot technique relies on the variable used for back-
ground subtraction to be uncorrelated with the variables
to which the sWeights are applied. However, a correlation
between the signal mass shape with cos θμ is observed, due
to the dependence of the mass resolution on the transverse
momentum of the muons. The per-candidate mass uncer-
tainty, σm , obtained in the vertex and kinematic fit used to
obtain m(J/ψ K +K −), is found to represent a good proxy of
cos θμ due to its correlation with the B0s candidate mass reso-
lution. Therefore, the signal function uses σm as a conditional
observable. The width parameter σCB of the double-sided CB
function is parametrised as a quadratic function of the per-
candidate mass uncertainty such that σCB = a1σm + a2σ 2m ,
a1 and a2 are free parameters determined from the data. The
quadratic dependence is motivated by simulation studies.
A small contribution from B0 → J/ψ K +K − background
candidates is observed at the known B0 mass [46]. This con-
tribution is included in the PDF and is modelled with a Gaus-
sian distribution, where the mean is fixed to the fitted B0s
mass minus the difference between B0s and B0 masses [46]
and the resolution is fixed to 7 MeV/c2, which is determined
from a fit to the B0 → J/ψ K +π− data control chan-
nel. Figure 2b shows the background-subtracted invariant-
mass distributions of the K +K − system in the selected
B0s → J/ψ K +K − candidates. After the trigger and full
offline selection requirements, the signal yield totals approx-
imately 15 000 and 102 000 B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays in the
2015 and 2016 data sets, respectively.
The fraction of events containing more than one B0s can-
didate within the m(J/ψK +K −) range 5340–5400 MeV/c2
is 0.3%. All candidates are retained in the subsequent stages
of the analysis and a systematic uncertainty on the impact of
allowing multiple candidates per event to be present in the
analysis is assigned.
4 Decay-time resolution
The value and the uncertainty of the decay-time resolution
strongly affects the relative precision on φs , thus the knowl-
edge of the decay-time resolution calibration is pivotal. The
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Fig. 2 a Distribution of the invariant mass of selected B0s →
J/ψ K +K − decays. The signal component is shown by the long-dashed
red line, the background component by the dashed green line and the
total fit function by the solid blue line. The background contribution
due to Λ0b → J/ψ pK − decays is statistically subtracted. The contri-
bution from B0 → J/ψ K +K −decays is not shown separately due to
its small size. b Distribution of K +K − invariant mass from selected
B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays. The background is subtracted using the
s Plot method. The dashed blue lines define the boundaries of the six
m(K +K −) bins that are used in the analysis
resolution function is modelled with a Gaussian distribution
with a mean of zero and a width σeff , where σeff is determined
using a sample of candidates constructed from combinations
of J/ψ , K + and K − candidates that originate predominantly
in the primary interaction (prompt component). This sample
is referred to as the prompt J/ψ K +K − sample. It is selected
as described in Sect. 3 for B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays except
for the lower limit requirement for the decay time, by making
use of a different trigger line which is heavily prescaled.
The prompt component has zero decay time and is used
to calibrate the detector resolution by studying the shape of
the decay-time distribution around zero. This distribution is
modelled by a delta function. In addition to the prompt com-
ponent, there is a contribution at later decay times originat-
ing from J/ψ mesons produced in b-hadron decays, and a
small fraction of a background due to candidates that have a
decay time computed with respect to a wrong PV (wrong-PV
component). The b-hadron component contributes to a tail at
positive decay times and is described by two exponential
functions. The shape of the wrong-PV component is deter-
mined from a data control sample in which the decay-time
distribution of candidates is constructed by computing their
decay time with respect to an independent PV from the fol-
lowing event. This contribution is found to be approximately
0.5% of the prompt sample.
The sum of the prompt and b-hadron components is con-
volved with a triple-Gaussian resolution function
R(t) =
3∑
i=1
fi 1√
2πσi
exp
[
− (t − μ)
2
2σ 2i
]
, (1)
where
∑
i fi = 1, μ is a parameter that describes a bias in
the decay time measurement and σi are the individual widths.
The bias, μ, is assumed to be zero and a systematic uncer-
tainty is assigned studying a possible deviation from this
value. The rest of the parameters are determined from the fit.
The calibration sample is split into eleven subsets accord-
ing to the per-candidate decay-time uncertainty, δt . The
model is fit to the decay-time distribution in order to extract
the parameters governing the decay-time resolution of Eq. (1)
as shown in Fig. 3a. The dilution of the amplitude of the B0s -
B0s oscillation due to the calibrated resolution is determined
in each bin of δt as
D =
3∑
i=1
fi exp
[
−σ 2i m2s/2
]
, (2)
and is then used to evaluate an effective single-Gaussian
width given by
σeff =
√
(−2/m2s ) ln D. (3)
This effective single-Gaussian resolution of width σeff gives
the same damping effect on the magnitude of the B0s meson
oscillation as the triple-Gaussian model. Figure 3b shows
the variation of σeff as a function of δt . The variation is
fit with a linear function σeff(δt ) = b0 + b1δt to deter-
mine the calibration parameters b0 = 12.97 ± 0.22 fs and
b1 = 0.846 ± 0.006, where the uncertainties are statistical
only. A quadratic dependence is also evaluated and used as
an alternate model to compute a systematic uncertainty. The
calibration procedure is validated using simulated signal and
prompt samples. The difference between the effective reso-
lutions obtained in these simulated samples is approximately
0.8 fs and is treated as a source of systematic uncertainty.
The result of the calibration leads to an effective single-
Gaussian resolution function averaged over the δt bins with
σeff = 45.54 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 fs, where the first uncertainty
is statistical, and the second contribution comes from the
uncertainties on the calibration parameters. This corresponds
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Fig. 3 a Decay-time distribution of the prompt J/ψ K +K − calibration
sample with the result of an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit overlaid
in blue. The overall triple-Gaussian resolution is represented by the
dashed red line, while the two long-lived and the wrong-PV compo-
nents are shown by the long-dashed-dotted and dashed-multiple-dotted
brown and pink lines and the long-dashed purple line, respectively. b
Variation of the effective single-Gaussian decay-time resolution, σeff ,
as a function of the estimated per-candidate decay-time uncertainty, δt ,
obtained from the prompt J/ψ K +K − sample. The red line shows the
result of a linear fit. The data points are positioned at the barycentre of
each δt bin. The shaded histogram (see right y axis) shows the distri-
bution of δt in the background-subtracted B0s → J/ψ K +K − sample
to a dilution D = 0.721±0.001 assuming ms = 17.757±
0.021 ps−1 [32].
5 Decay-time efficiency
The selection and reconstruction efficiency depends on the
B0s decay time due to displacement requirements made on the
signal tracks and a decrease in reconstruction efficiency for
tracks with large impact parameter with respect to the beam
line [50]. The efficiency as a function of the decay time is
determined using a new technique with respect to Ref. [27],
exploiting the B0 → J/ψ K +π− decay, with J/ψ →
μ+μ−, as a control sample. This control mode is kinemati-
cally similar to the signal decay. Since the decay-width dif-
ference between the two mass eigenstates in the B0 system is
measured to be consistent with zero [46], B0 → J/ψ K +π−
candidates are assumed to have a purely exponential decay-
time distribution with lifetime τ B0data = 1.520 ps [32]. The B0s
efficiency is determined via a simultaneous fit to background-
subtracted data and simulated samples through the relation
ε
B0s
data(t) = εB
0
data(t) ×
ε
B0s
sim(t)
εB
0
sim(t)
, (4)
where εB0data(t) is the efficiency of the control channel and
ε
B0s
sim(t)/ε
B0
sim(t) is the ratio of efficiencies of simulated sig-
nal and reference decays after reconstruction and selection.
Residual differences between either signal and control mode
or data and simulation are automatically corrected for in the
ratio of Eq. (4). In order to correct first-order differences
between the B0s and B0 data samples, the latter is weighted
to match the p and pT distribution of B0s data. In addition,
both B0s and B0 simulated samples are weighted to match the
pT distribution of the B0s data sample. The simulated sam-
ples are further corrected according to the ratio of the PDF
used to generate them and the PDF obtained with the param-
eters measured in data [27,51]. Together with an additional
weighting to match the m(K +π−) and m(K +K −) distri-
butions in data, this procedure reproduces the correct mix-
ture of P- and S-waves in the K +π− and K +K − final state.
The decay-time efficiency is obtained separately for the data-
taking periods 2015 and 2016 and the two trigger categories.
The B0 → J/ψ K +π− candidates are selected using trig-
ger and preselection requirements similar to those of the
B0s → J/ψ K +K − channel. The main difference is an addi-
tional selection on the pion-identification requirement, in
order to reduce the probability of reconstructing two dif-
ferent B0 candidates by swapping the kaon and pion mass
hypotheses. In addition, the pT of the pion is required to
be larger than 250 MeV/c to reduce the number of multiple
candidates per event to 0.5% in the m(J/ψ K +π−) region
5260–5300 MeV/c2. The invariant mass of the kaon-pion pair
is required to be in the range 826–966 MeV/c2. The BDT as
trained and optimised on the signal channel is used, applying
the same selection requirement. Several potential peaking
backgrounds arising from the misidentification of particles
are considered but they are all found to be negligible. A small
contribution from B0s → J/ψ K +π− decays is removed by
selecting candidates with m(J/ψ K +π−) < 5350 MeV/c2.
Figure 4a shows the m(J/ψ K +π−) distribution and cor-
responding result of an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to
the sample. The model used for the fit is the same for the 2015
and 2016 data-taking periods and the two trigger categories
but with independently fitted parameters. It is composed of
a Hypatia [52] function for the signal, where the parame-
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the invariant mass of selected a B0 →
J/ψ K +π− and b B+ → J/ψ K + decays used for the calibration and
validation of the decay-time efficiency. The signal component is shown
by the long-dashed red line, the background component by the dashed
green line and the total fit function by the solid blue line
ters describing the tails are fixed to the values obtained from
simulation, and an exponential function for the combinato-
rial background. In total, 75,000 and 480,000 B0 mesons are
found in 2015 and 2016, respectively. The result of this fit
is used to statistically subtract the background when deter-
mining the decay-time efficiency in data, by using weights
computed with the sPlot technique.
The PDF used to describe the decay-time distribution of
the B0 data, and of the B0s and B0 simulated samples is com-
posed of the product of the efficiency function and a single
exponential function, convolved with a single Gaussian res-
olution function centred at zero. For the B0 candidates, the
width of the resolution function is set to 39 fs and 42 fs for
the simulated and data samples, respectively. The first value
is obtained from simulation, and the second value is obtained
by scaling the B0s resolution obtained in data, as described in
Sect. 4, by the ratio seen between the B0 and B0s resolutions
in simulated samples. A B0s simulated sample is generated
with s = 0 ps−1 and thus a single exponential function
is used to determine εB
0
s
sim. As a cross-check, the decay-time
efficiency is also derived from the nominal B0s → J/ψ φ
simulated sample, weighted to have s = 0 ps−1 such that
the same fitting strategy can be used as defined above. The
difference between these two strategies is considered as a
source of systematic uncertainty.
The efficiency functions are parametrised using cubic
splines with nodes at 0.3, 0.58, 0.91, 1.35, 1.96, 3.01, 7.00 ps
and the first coefficient fixed to unity. The node positions
are defined as to create six uniformly populated bins in the
interval 0.3–15 ps, assuming an exponential distribution with
 = 0.66 ps−1. The position of the last node is chosen due to
the lack of candidates at large decay times in the 2015 data
control sample. The final decay-time efficiencies, εB
0
s
data(t), are
shown in Fig. 5. The structure around 1 ps visible in Fig. 5a,
c is due to the different definition of the origin vertex used in
the trigger and in the offline selection.
The full procedure is validated in data using two approa-
ches where the B0s samples are replaced with alternative B
meson samples of known lifetime. First, a sample of approxi-
mately 1.6 million B+ → J/ψ (→ μ+μ−)K + candidates is
reconstructed in the same data set as the B0s → J/ψ K +K −
candidates and selected using similar selection requirements.
The mass distribution of these candidates is shown in Fig. 4b.
This sample is used to measure the difference of the B+ and
B0 decay widths, u − d , with the same methods used
for the measurement of s − d . A simulated sample of
B+ decays is used in the calculation of the numerator of
Eq. (4) and this sample is corrected such that the particle-
identification, event-multiplicity and other kinematic and
selection variables match those in data. The measured differ-
ence of decay widths is u −d = −0.0478 ± 0.0013 ps−1,
where the uncertainty is statistical only. This is in agreement
with the world average value, −0.0474 ± 0.0023 ps−1 [46],
and validates the measurement of s − d with a precision
of 0.003 ps−1.
A similar test is done using the B0 → J/ψ K +π− decays
both as the signal and the reference to measure a null decay-
width difference. The sample is split into two independent
sets according to different selection criteria, where one is
used to evaluate the decay-time efficiency with the procedure
defined above, and the other is used as the signal sample. In
all cases, the measured decay-width difference is found to be
consistent with zero with a precision around 0.003 ps−1.
6 Angular efficiency
The LHCb detector geometry and the selection requirements
give rise to efficiencies that vary as a function of the helic-
ity angles θK , θμ and φh . The three-dimensional angular-
efficiency correction is determined from simulated signal
events to which the same trigger and selection criteria as
in the data are applied. The efficiency is evaluated separately
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Fig. 5 Decay-time efficiency
for the a 2015 unbiased, b 2015
biased, c 2016 unbiased and d
2016 biased B0s → J/ψ φ
sample. The cubic-spline
function described in the text is
shown by the blue line. For
comparison, the black points
show the efficiency when
computed using histograms for
each of the input component
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Fig. 6 Normalised angular efficiency as a function of a cos θK , b
cos θμ and c φh , where in all cases the efficiency is integrated over
the other two angles. The efficiency is evaluated using simulated
B0s → J/ψ φ decays that have been weighted to match the kinemat-
ics and physics of B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays in data, as described in
the text. The points are obtained by dividing the angular distribution
in the simulated sample by the distribution expected without any effi-
ciency effect and the curves represent an even fourth-order polynomial
parameterisation of each one-dimensional efficiency. The figure is for
illustration only as the angular efficiency is accounted for by normali-
sation weights in the signal PDF
for the different years of data taking and for the two trig-
ger categories. Two sets of corrections are applied to the
simulated events such that they match the data. First, the
simulated samples are weighted, using a boosted decision
tree method [53], to match the pT, p and m(K +K −) distri-
butions of the B0s signal. A second procedure is performed
to correct the differences observed in the kinematic distribu-
tions of the final-state particles and the fact that the simulated
events do not include K +K − pairs in an S-wave configura-
tion. This correction is implemented as an iterative procedure
that gradually modifies the simulation such that the S-wave
fraction matches the value measured in the data. As a result,
the agreement of the kaon momentum and pT distributions
between the simulation and the data is improved. The effi-
ciencies as a function of the three helicity angles are shown
for illustration in Fig. 6. The angular efficiency correction
is introduced in the analysis through normalisation weights
in the PDF describing the signal decays in the fit of Sect. 8,
following the procedure described in Ref. [54]. The weights
are calculated using simulated candidates and their statistical
uncertainties are propagated to the parameters of interest as
a systematic uncertainty.
A cross-check of the angular efficiency procedure is made
using the B0 → J/ψ K +π− data and B0 → J/ψ K ∗(892)0
(→ K +π−) simulated samples. The simulation contains
K +π− systems in P-wave only and is corrected to match the
kinematic distributions of the data using the iterative method
defined above and the angular-efficiency weights are deter-
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mined. The P- and S-wave B0 → J/ψ K +π− polarisation
amplitudes are measured by means of an unbinned fit to the
distribution of helicity angles of the final-state particles and
found to be consistent with those in Ref. [55].
Another high-precision test of the angular-efficiency cor-
rection is made by using the large sample of B+ → J/ψ K +
decays presented in Sect. 5. In B+ → J/ψ K +, the helicity
angle θμ distribution follows a 1 − cos2 θμ dependence. The
B+ data sample is split into nine disjoint subsets according
to the pseudorapidity of the B+ meson, to check the large
efficiency variation as a function of this quantity. In each
subset, background is subtracted with the sPlot technique
using the B+ candidate mass as a discriminating variable.
Prior to any angular efficiency correction, the θμ distribu-
tion presents up to a 30% deviation from the expected shape,
three times larger than in B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays. How-
ever, when the B+ → J/ψ K + simulation is used to correct
the data with the same method used for this analysis, a fit
of the background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected data
demonstrates that the expected distribution is fully recovered
in each bin, with an overall precision of about 0.1%. The test
is stable against variation of the binning of the B+ sample and
choice of different variables used to correct the simulation to
match the data with respect to the baseline strategy.
7 Tagging the B0s meson flavour at production
The determination of the initial flavour of the B0s meson,
called tagging, is a fundamental component for measuring
CP asymmetries in the decays of B0s mesons to CP eigen-
states. Two classes of algorithms are used. The opposite side
(OS) tagger exploits the fact that b and b quarks are almost
exclusively produced in pairs in pp collisions, allowing the
flavour of the signal B0s candidate to be inferred from the
flavour of the other b hadron in the event. The OS tagger
combines information on the charge of the muon or electron
from semileptonic b decays, the charge of the kaon from
the b → c → s decay chain, the charge of a reconstructed
secondary charm hadron and the charges of the tracks that
form the secondary vertex of the other b-hadron decay, com-
bined into a weighted average, with weights depending on
the transverse momenta of the tracks. The same-side kaon
(SSK) tagger exploits the additional correlated kaon that
tends to be produced during the hadronisation of the b (b)
quark that forms the signal B0s (B0s ) candidate, with its initial
flavour identified by the kaon charge. These flavour tagging
algorithms have been revisited and optimised using Run 2
data [56], obtaining significantly higher combined tagging
performances with respect to Run 1. Further details on the
OS and SSK taggers can be found in Refs. [57–59].
The tagging algorithms each provide a flavour-tagging
decision, q, and an estimate, η, of the probability that the
η
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Fig. 7 Calibration of the OS tagger using B+ → J/ψ K + decays. The
black points show the average measured mistag probability, ω, in bins
of predicted mistag, η, the red line shows the calibration as described
in the text and the yellow area the calibration uncertainty within one
standard deviation. The shaded histogram shows the distribution, with
arbitrary normalisation, of η in the background subtracted B0s → J/ψ φ
sample, summing over candidates tagged as B0s or B0s
decision is incorrect (mistag) for each reconstructed B0s can-
didate. The tagging decision takes the value +1 (−1) for each
tagged B0s (B0s ) candidate and 0 if the taggers cannot make a
decision (untagged). The mistag probability is defined in the
range from 0 to 0.5, since η > 0.5 corresponds to the oppo-
site decision with a mistag of (1 − η). For untagged events
η is 0.5.
Each tagging algorithm is implemented as a BDT that is
trained and optimised using large samples of simulated b-
hadron decays for the SSK tagger and a large data sample
of B+ → J/ψ K + decays for the OS tagger. The mistag
probability for each tagger is given by the output of the BDT,
which is calibrated using dedicated data control channels to
relate η to the true mistag probability, ω, as described in the
following sections. Each tagger has a corresponding tagging
power given by tag D2, where tag is the fraction of tagged
candidates and D = 1 − 2ω is the dilution induced on the
amplitude of the B0s oscillation. The tagging power represents
the effective reduction in statistical power due to imperfect
tagging.
7.1 Opposite-side tagging
The OS tagging algorithm is calibrated using the sample of
B+ → J/ψ K + decays (Sect. 5), whose flavour is deter-
mined by the kaon charge. This sample of B+ → J/ψ K +
decays is independent of that used to train and optimise the
BDT of the tagging algorithm. The result of the fit to the dis-
tribution of m(J/ψ K +) shown in Fig. 4b is used to compute
sWeights, which are applied in subsequent stages of the anal-
ysis to subtract the background. The B+ → J/ψ K + sam-
ple is further weighted to match the background-subtracted
B0s → J/ψ φ sample in the distributions of charged-track and
PV multiplicities and the pT and rapidity of the B meson.
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Table 1 Calibration parameters for the OS and SSK taggers. Where
given, the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic
Tagger OS SSK
p0 0.3890 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0028 0.4325 ± 0.0108 ± 0.0030
p1 0.849 ± 0.006 ± 0.027 0.92 ± 0.13 ± 0.02
p0 0.0090 ± 0.0014 0.00 ± 0.03
p1 0.014 ± 0.012 0.00 ± 0.03
〈η〉 0.360 0.417
The calibration between true and estimated mistag for
each tagging algorithm is given by an empirically determined
linear relationship,
ω(η) =
(
p0 + p02
)
+
(
p1 + p12
)
(η − 〈η〉) (5)
ω(η) =
(
p0 − p02
)
+
(
p1 − p12
)
(η − 〈η〉) , (6)
where ω(η) and ω(η) are the calibrated mistag probabili-
ties for B+ and B− mesons, respectively, p0,1 are mistag
asymmetries and 〈η〉 is the average estimated mistag of the
B+ → J/ψ K + sample. The calibration parameters are
determined from an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the
η distribution of the probability
P(a|η) = (1 − a)(−)ω (η) + a(1 − (−)ω (η)), (7)
for an initial flavour of the B+ (B−) meson. The discrete vari-
able a has the value 0 or 1 for an incorrect or correct tagging
decision, respectively, based upon comparing the decision q
to the kaon charge. Figure 7 shows the relation between the
flavour-averaged value of ω and η determined by the fit and
the values of the measured mistag in bins of estimated mistag,
which supports the use of a linear calibration function. The
final calibration parameters are given in Table 1 and the over-
all tagging power for candidates with an OS tag only can be
found in Table 2. Differences of the tagging efficiency are
expected to be negligible as their effects are washed out by the
fast B0s –B0s oscillations. The applicability of the calibration
from B+ → J/ψ K + to B0s → J/ψ φ decays is tested using
simulated samples and observed differences between the cali-
bration parameters are treated as a source of systematic uncer-
tainty. Variations in the parameters caused by the use of a
different model for the combinatorial background in the fit
to the m(J/ψ K +) distribution are found to be negligible.
7.2 Same-side tagging
The SSK tagger is calibrated by resolving the B0s -B0s flavour
oscillations in a sample of flavour-specfic B0s → D−s π+
decays. The amplitude of this oscillation is related to the aver-
aged B0s –B0s mistag probability, ω˜, via the PDF of the decay-
Table 2 Overall tagging performance for B0s → J/ψ K +K −. The
uncertainty on tag D2 is obtained by varying the tagging calibration
parameters within their statistical and systematic uncertainties summed
in quadrature
Category tag(%) D2 tag D2(%)
OS only 11.4 0.078 0.88 ± 0.04
SSK only 42.6 0.032 1.38 ± 0.30
OS & SSK 23.8 0.104 2.47 ± 0.15
Total 77.8 0.061 4.73 ± 0.34
time distribution of flavour-tagged B0s → D−s π+ decays,
given by
P(t) = (t) [(t) ⊗ R(t − t ′)] ,
(t) = se−s t
[
cosh(s t/2) + qmix(1 − 2ω˜(η)) cos(mst)
]
,
(8)
where t ′ and t are the true and reconstructed decay time of the
B0s meson, respectively, and (t) is the B0s decay rate. The
decay time and the decay-time uncertainty are estimated from
a kinematic fit [60] in which the D−s π+ candidate is con-
strained to originate from the PV. The decay-time efficiency
is empirically parameterised as (t) = 1−1/(1+(at)n +b),
and R(t − t ′) is the decay-time resolution model. Here
qmix = +1 (−1) if the B0s meson has (has not) changed
flavour between its production and decay, determined by
comparing the flavour-tagging decision and charge of the
pion. A linear relationship between the true and estimated
mistag probabilities is assumed, as given in Eq. (5).
Approximately 70 000 same-side flavour-tagged B0s →
D−s π+ decays, with D−s → K +K −π−, are selected with
similar requirements as in Ref. [59]. Due to trigger require-
ments, only candidates with pT(B0s ) larger than 2 GeV/c2
are used to perform the calibration. Figure 8 shows the dis-
tribution of m(D−s π+) for the selected sample. Superim-
posed is the result of a fit with a model composed of a sig-
nal contribution described by a Hypatia with tail parameters
fixed to those from simulation and a combinatorial back-
ground component modelled by an exponential function. In
addition, template shapes for several peaking backgrounds
(B0s → D±s K ∓, B0 → D−s π+, Λ0b → Λ−c π+, B0s →
D∗−s π+ and B0s → D−s ρ+) are evaluated from simulation
and included in the fit model. The yield of the peaking back-
grounds is determined from a fit to m(D−s π+) in the mass
range 5100–5600 MeV/c2. Using the fit results, the yield is
extrapolated to the narrower region 5300–5600 MeV/c2 and
fixed in the subsequent m(D−s π+) fit, which is used to com-
pute sWeights for background subtraction as in the OS cali-
bration. The B0s → D−s π+ sample is also weighted to match
the background-subtracted B0s → J/ψ φ sample in the dis-
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Fig. 8 Distribution of the invariant mass of selected B0s → D−s π+
candidates (black points). The total fit function is shown as the solid
blue line. The signal component is shown by the red long-dashed line,
the combinatorial background by the light-blue short-dashed line and
other small background components are also shown as specified in the
legend. Only the dominant backgrounds are shown
tributions of charged-track and PV multiplicities and the pT
and rapidity of the B0s meson.
To calibrate the decay-time resolution in Eq. (8), a sample
of promptly produced D−s π+ candidates is selected follow-
ing the requirements defined in Ref. [61]. The procedure to
obtain the calibration for the decay-time resolution is sim-
ilar to that described in Sect. 4. An unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit is made to the D−s candidate invariant-mass
distribution in 18 bins of δt . The model consists of a sin-
gle Gaussian component for the signal and a second-order
polynomial for the combinatorial background. From this fit,
sWeights are computed that are used to subtract the back-
ground contribution in an unbinned fit to the decay-time dis-
tribution in each δt bin. The model for this fit is composed of
two Gaussian functions with a common mean and different
widths. Only candidates with reconstructed decay time in the
range from −1.0 to 0.1 ps are fitted. At such low values the
longer-lived background components can be neglected. The
effective single-Gaussian resolution is calculated from the
double-Gaussian model using Eqs. (2) and (3). The variation
of the effective resolution with the average value of δt in each
bin is shown in Fig. 9. From a binned fit using a linear calibra-
tion function, σeff(δt ) = c0 + c1δt , the calibration constants
are determined to be c0 = 18.8±1.0 fs and c1 = 1.03±0.02,
where the uncertainties are statistical only. Applying a simi-
lar procedure to a sample of simulated B0s → D−s π+ decays
indicates a difference in the calibration parameters between
prompt D−s π+ candidates and B0s → D−s π+ decays. A sys-
tematic uncertainty of 0.1 is assigned to c1 to account for this
difference.
To determine the SSK tagger calibration parameters from
the B0s → D−s π+ decay candidates, an unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit, which uses the PDF of Eq. (8), is performed.
Uncertainties due to the use of external measurements [46] of
s , s , ms , and the decay-time resolution parameters (c0,
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Fig. 9 Variation of the effective single-Gaussian decay-time resolu-
tion, σeff , as a function of the estimated per-event decay-time uncer-
tainty, δt , obtained from the prompt D−s π+ sample. The red line shows
the result of a linear fit to the data and the yellow band its uncertainty
within one standard deviation
c1) are accounted for via Gaussian constraints in the likeli-
hood function. The parameters of the SSK tagger calibration
and decay-time efficiency are free in the fit. Figure 10 shows
the result of this fit, split by decays that are tagged as being
mixed or unmixed, and the obtained relation between ω and
η. Also shown are the values of the measured mistag in bins of
estimated mistag, which supports the use of a linear calibra-
tion function for ω(η). The final calibration parameters are
given in Table 1. Two sources of systematic uncertainty are
studied in addition to the knowledge of the time resolution,
which is incorporated in the statistical uncertainty. The first
and larger one is due to the applicability of the calibration
from B0s → D−s π+ to B0s → J/ψ φ decays. It is tested using
simulated events and the observed difference between the cal-
ibrations is assigned as a systematic uncertainty. Variations
in the parameters through the use of a different model for
the combinatorial background in the fit to the B0s → D−s π+
invariant-mass distribution are treated as systematic uncer-
tainties. The tagging asymmetry parameters, p0 and p1,
are both assumed to be 0.00 ± 0.03. The uncertainty is esti-
mated by studying the tagging calibration using a sample
of over 3.1 million promptly produced D−s → K +K −π−
decays, with the method described in Ref. [59]. The overall
tagging power for B0s → J/ψ K +K − candidates with only
an SSK tag can be found in Table 2.
7.3 Tagger combination
Approximately 31% of the tagged candidates in the B0s →
J/ψ K +K − sample are tagged by both the OS and the SSK
algorithms. Since the algorithms are uncorrelated, as they
select mutually exclusive charged particles, the two tagging
results are combined taking into account both decisions and
their corresponding estimate of η. The combined estimated
mistag probability and the corresponding uncertainties are
obtained by combining the individual calibrations for the OS
and SSK tagging and propagating their uncertainties. The
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Fig. 10 a Distribution of the decay time for B0s → D−s π+ candi-
dates tagged as mixed and unmixed with the projection of the fit result,
which is described in the text. b Calibration of the SSK tagger using
B0s → D−s π+ decays. The black points show the average measured
mistag probability, ω, in bins of predicted mistag, η, the red line shows
the calibration obtained from the fit described in the text, and the yel-
low area the calibration uncertainty within one standard deviation. The
shaded histogram shows the distribution of η in the background sub-
tracted B0s → J/ψ φ sample
effective tagging power and efficiency for these both OS and
SSK tagged candidates is given in Table 2.
8 Maximum-likelihood fit
The maximum-likelihood fitting procedure is similar to that
in Ref. [27], the only major differences being the treatment
of the decay-time efficiency and that the quantity s − d is
measured instead of s . It has been checked via pseudoexper-
iments that, given that the decay-time efficiency is obtained
using d as an input parameter (see Sect. 5), the fitted value
of s − d and its uncertainty are independent of the value
and uncertainty of d . This strategy has the advantage that
the measured value of s − d can be combined with the
most up-to-date value of d to obtain s or s/d .
Each candidate i is given a signal weight Wi using the
sPlot method with m(J/ψ K +K −) as a discriminating vari-
able and σm as a conditional variable as explained in Sect. 3.
A weighted fit is then performed to the B0s decay time and
helicity-angle distributions using a PDF that describes only
the signal. The log-likelihood in each of the 24 data subsam-
ples is scaled by a per-sample factor α = ∑i Wi/
∑
i W 2i to
account for the effect of the weights in the determination of
the parameter uncertainties [34].
The distribution of the decay time and angles for a B0s
meson produced at time t = 0 is described by a sum of
ten terms, corresponding to the four polarisation amplitudes
squared and their interference terms. Each of these is given
by the product of a decay-time-dependent function and an
angular function
d4(B0s → J/ψK +K −)
dt d
∝
10∑
k=1
Nk hk(t) fk(), (9)
with
hk(t |B0s ) =
3
4π
e−t
(
ak cosh
t
2
+ bk sinh t2
+ck cos(mt) + dk sin(mt)
)
, (10)
hk(t |B¯0s ) =
3
4π
e−t
(
ak cosh
t
2
+ bk sinh t2
−ck cos(mt) − dk sin(mt)
)
, (11)
where the definition of the parameters Nk , ak , bk , ck , dk and
of the function fk() can be found in Table 3.
The interference between the different S- and P-wave con-
tributions is accounted for via an effective coupling factor,
CSP. The CSP factors are computed by integrating the inter-
ference between the S- and P-wave contributions in each
of the six m(K +K −) bins in which the analysis is per-
formed, using the same strategy as in the previous analy-
sis. They are applied by multiplication to the relevant terms
in Eq. (9). The CSP factors are unity for terms involving
P-wave and S-wave amplitudes only (k < 8). In the determi-
nation of the CSP factors, the m(K +K −) lineshape of the P-
wave component is described by a relativistic Breit–Wigner
distribution, while the S-wave is taken as an f0(980) reso-
nance modelled as a Flatté amplitude with parameters from
Ref. [62]. The CSP correction factors are calculated to be
0.8463, 0.8756, 0.8478, 0.8833, 0.9415 and 0.9756 from the
lowest to the highest m(K +K −) bin. Their effect on the fit
results is small and is discussed further in Sect. 9, where three
different S-wave lineshapes are considered to assign a sys-
tematic uncertainty. The PDF considers four disjoint tagging
cases: only OS tagged candidates, only SSK-tagged, OS and
SSK tagged, and untagged candidates. Taking into account all
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detector response effects, the full PDF is conditional upon the
mistag probability and the estimated decay-time uncertainty.
A simultaneous fit is made to the different subsamples,
divided by m(K +K −) bin, year of data taking and trigger
category. The PDF for each subsample, up to a normalisation
constant, is given by
P (t,|qOS, qSSK, ηOS, ηSSK, δt
)
∝
10∑
k=1
CkSP Nk fk()εB
0
s
data(t)
· {[Q (qOS, qSSK, ηOS, ηSSK) hk
(
t |B0s
)
+Q¯ (qOS, qSSK, ηOS, ηSSK) hk
(
t |B0s
)] ⊗ R (t − t ′|δt
)}
,
(12)
where R is the time resolution function defined in Eq. (1)
and the terms
Q
(
qOS, qSSK, ηOS, ηSSK
)
=
[
1 + qOS
(
1 − 2ω
(
ηOS
))]
×
[
1 + qSSK
(
1 − 2ω˜
(
ηSSK
))]
,
(13)
Q¯
(
qOS, qSSK, ηOS, ηSSK
)
=
[
1 − qOS
(
1 − 2ω¯
(
ηOS
))]
×
[
1 − qSSK
(
1 − 2ω˜
(
ηSSK
))]
.
(14)
account for the measured flavour of the B0s candidate. All
physics parameters are free in the fit and are common across
the subsamples, except for the S-wave fraction and the phase
difference δS − δ⊥, which are independent parameters for
each m(K +K −) bin.
9 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties on the measured physics parame-
ters arise from a variety of sources that are described in the
following. They are summarised in Table 4.
Three systematic effects due to the m(J/ψ K +K −) model
and the sWeights computation are taken into account. Firstly,
the systematic effect due to statistical uncertainties in the
m(J/ψ K +K −) fit model is estimated. For this the sWeights
are recomputed after varying the fit parameters within their
statistical uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties are
obtained from the difference in fit results and are found to be
negligible. Secondly, the average width of the double-sided
CB distribution is parametrised as a linear function of the
per-candidate mass uncertainty, instead of a quadratic one.
The differences to the baseline result are assigned as system-
atic uncertainties on the mass shape. Thirdly, the assumption
that the m(J/ψ K +K −) distribution is independent of the
decay time and angles is tested by re-evaluating the sWeights
in bins of these observables, repeating the fit and assigning
the differences in fit results as systematic uncertainties.
The main physics background contribution comes from
misidentified Λ0b → J/ψ pK − decays. Possible effects due
to the limited knowledge of the size of this component are
estimated by repeating the fit after varying the amount of this
background by one standard deviation of its measured yield.
The maximum difference is found to be negligible and thus
no systematic uncertainties are assigned. A further systematic
effect due to the B0 → J/ψ K +K − background is evaluated
by repeating the m(J/ψ K +K −) fit while leaving the mass
resolution for this component free. A new set of sWeights
are computed, leading to negligible systematic uncertain-
ties. Finally, approximately 0.5% of B0s → J/ψ K +K −
candidates come from the decays of B+c mesons via the
B+c → B0s π+ decay [63,64]. The effect of ignoring this
component in the fit is evaluated using simulated pseudoex-
periments where 0.5% of the candidates are replaced with
B0s -from-B+c decays that are randomly sampled from simu-
lated B+c → B0s (→ J/ψ φ)π+ decays. This is found to have
a negligible effect on all parameters.
In the baseline strategy, all candidates are retained even
if multiple candidates are present in a single event. A
part of these multiple candidates is found to peak in the
m(J/ψ K +K −) distribution, which introduces a bias in the
physics parameters, mainly on s . The peaking component is
due to so-called clone candidates originating from final state
tracks that are duplicated in the reconstruction process. Can-
didates are considered to be clones if they belong to the same
event and their final-state tracks are separated by an angle
smaller than 5 mrad. To assign systematic uncertainties, a
single random candidate is selected among all clone candi-
dates in an event and the fit is repeated. Approximately 0.35%
(0.2%) of all selected B0s (B0) candidates are removed. The
maximum resulting variations of the fit values are assigned
as systematic uncertainties.
Possible biases of the fitting procedure are studied by gen-
erating and fitting over eight thousand pseudoexperiments of
the same size as the data. The biases are determined from the
resulting pull distributions. The ones that are significantly
different from zero are assigned as systematic uncertainties.
Different models of the S-wave lineshape based on the
results in Ref. [65] are used to evaluate the coupling factors
CSP in each of the six m(K +K −) bins, according to Ref. [31].
This includes an S-wave parametrisation with a cubic spline
function determined from data, a variation of the f0(980)
pole and width parameters used in the baseline model within
their uncertainties, and the variation of the f0(980) parame-
ters according to the second solution found in the analysis in
Ref. [65]. The maximum resulting variations of the fit val-
ues, mostly due to the spline parametrisation, are assigned as
systematic uncertainties.
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Table 4 Summary of the systematic uncertainties
Source φs |λ| s − d s ms |A⊥|2 |A0|2 δ⊥ − δ0 δ‖ − δ0
[ rad] [ ps−1] [ ps−1] [ ps−1] [ rad] [ rad]
Mass: width parametrisation – – – 0.0002 0.001 0.0005 0.0006 0.05 0.009
Mass: decay-time and angles dependence 0.004 0.0037 0.0007 0.0022 0.016 0.0004 0.0002 0.01 0.004
Multiple candidates 0.0011 0.0011 0.0003 0.0001 0.001 0.0001 0.0006 0.01 0.002
Fit bias 0.0010 – – 0.0003 0.001 0.0006 0.0001 0.02 0.033
CSP factors 0.0010 0.0010 – 0.0001 0.002 0.0001 – 0.01 0.005
Time resolution: model applicability – – – – 0.001 – – – 0.001
Time resolution: t bias 0.0032 0.0010 0.0002 0.0003 0.005 – – 0.08 0.001
Time resolution: wrong PV – – – – 0.001 – – – 0.001
Angular efficiency: simulated sample size 0.0011 0.0018 – – 0.001 0.0004 0.0003 – 0.004
Angular efficiency: weighting 0.0022 0.0043 0.0001 0.0002 0.001 0.0011 0.0020 0.01 0.008
Angular efficiency: clone candidates 0.0005 0.0014 0.0002 0.0001 – 0.0001 0.0002 – 0.002
Angular efficiency: t and σt dependence 0.0012 0.0007 0.0002 0.0010 0.003 0.0012 0.0008 0.03 0.006
Decay-time efficiency: statistical – – 0.0012 0.0008 – 0.0003 0.0002 – –
Decay-time efficiency: kinematic weighting – – 0.0002 – – – – – –
Decay-time efficiency: PDF weighting – – 0.0001 0.0001 – – – – –
Decay-time efficiency: s = 0 simulation – – 0.0003 0.0005 – 0.0002 0.0001 – –
Length scale – – – – 0.004 – – – –
Quadratic sum of syst. 0.0061 0.0064 0.0015 0.0026 0.018 0.0019 0.0024 0.10 0.037
The tagging parameters are Gaussian-constrained in the
fit and therefore their uncertainties contribute to the sta-
tistical uncertainty of each fit value. This mainly affects
the parameter φs , with a contribution to the uncertainty of
15 mrad. In addition, the calibration of the OS tagging is re-
evaluated using a quadratic function instead of a linear one.
The observed differences when repeating the fit are found to
be negligible.
The systematic uncertainties associated with decay-time
resolution originate from four different sources. The first is
due to the statistical uncertainties on the calibration param-
eters and is found to be negligible. The second is related
to the assumption that the resolution model obtained in the
calibration sample applies also to the signal sample. The cor-
responding systematic uncertainty is determined by evaluat-
ing the ratio of the calibration effective resolutions, obtained
from the simulated samples of the calibration and signal
decays, and using it to scale the effective resolutions in the
prompt data sample. These scaled effective resolutions are
then described by a quadratic function and used to deter-
mine the physics parameters. The differences with respect
to the baseline result are assigned as systematic uncertain-
ties. A third source of uncertainty is due to a possible bias
of the Gaussian resolution mean, which is assumed to be
zero in the baseline model. A quadratic dependence of the
mean on the decay-time uncertainty is observed in the cali-
bration sample, with a maximum deviation of about 5 fs from
zero. It is modelled in the prompt data sample after weight-
ing it in order to match the signal data sample. Correspond-
ing systematic uncertainties are evaluated as the differences
between the results obtained with this bias and the baseline
model. Finally, the fourth systematic effect is estimated by
varying the contribution in the fit of candidates with an asso-
ciated wrong origin vertex. The fraction of these candidates
is varied between 0 and 1.5%, corresponding to about three
times the fraction that is measured in the calibration sam-
ple, the calibration updated and the fit to data repeated. The
maximum deviations from the baseline fit are assigned as
systematic uncertainties.
The angular efficiency is determined from simulated sig-
nal, weighted such that the kinematic distributions of the
final-state particles match those in the data. Systematic uncer-
tainties are assigned to account for the limited size of the sim-
ulated sample by varying the normalisation weights accord-
ing to their uncertainties and their covariance matrix and
repeating the fit with a new varied set of weights. The result-
ing RMS of each fitted observable is taken as a systematic
uncertainty. In addition, the impact of the specific configura-
tion of the gradient-boost tree method used in the reweight-
ing of the simulation is studied by testing approximately one
hundred alternative configurations. The maximal deviations
from the fit result obtained with the default angular efficiency
are assigned as systematic uncertainties. The differences
between the fit results obtained using angular corrections
from the baseline or alternative weighting procedures of the
simulated candidates are also considered as systematic uncer-
tainties. An imperfect removal of clone candidates, in simula-
tion, that peak in the B0s candidate mass is tested as follows.
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The peaking component is separated from the underlying
background via sWeights using all simulated events to deter-
mine its shape. As an alternative, it is modelled according to
the distribution of the corresponding background classifica-
tion that is available in simulations, which however is limited
by the small sample size and is therefore not used as the base-
line strategy. In addition, the two components are separated
by matching the reconstructed daughter particles to the sim-
ulated particles by comparing their track momentum mag-
nitudes and directions. The angular efficiency is determined
according to these two changes and the larger differences are
assigned as systematic uncertainties. Finally, from a fit to sev-
eral simulated samples of the same size as data, uncertainties
are evaluated as the differences between fitted and gener-
ated values to account for correlations between the angular
efficiency and the decay time as well as the decay-time uncer-
tainty. Such correlations are neglected in the baseline fit.
Several sources of systematic uncertainties related to the
determination of the spline-based decay-time efficiency are
studied and found to be small. First, the effect due to the lim-
ited size of the data and simulated samples is estimated by
repeating the fit several times with the spline coefficients var-
ied according to their covariance matrix and the RMS of the
fitted observable distributions is taken as systematic uncer-
tainties. Two further contributions are evaluated by taking the
difference between the baseline fit and alternative fits where
the time efficiency is determined without applying either the
kinematic or the PDF weighting procedures used to correct
the physics parameters of B0s and B0 simulated samples.
Next, the number of spline nodes is doubled and found to have
a negligible effect on the result. Another systematic uncer-
tainty source is due to the differences observed in decay-
time efficiency derived from the simulated samples with s
equal to or different from zero. It has been also checked that
varying the decay-time resolutions used in the determination
of the decay-time efficiency by 10% has negligible effects.
The uncertainty on the LHCb length scale is estimated to
be 0.022% [66], as determined from metrology and track-
based alignment. This translates directly into an uncertainty
on s − d , s and ms , which is non-negligible only
in the case of ms . Other parameters are unaffected. The
precision on the track momentum scale is 0.03%. Its effect
largely cancels in the computation of the decay time, leading
to negligible uncertainties on all observables.
Asymmetries between B0s and B0s production rates are
diluted by the fast oscillation between particle and antipar-
ticle. They are found to have a negligible effect on the fit
parameters.
No statistically significant systematic effect on the results
is observed when repeating the analysis on subsets of the
data, splitting by magnet polarity, trigger conditions, year
of data taking, number of primary vertices, bins of B0s pT,
pseudorapidity and decay-time uncertainty.
10 Results
The results of the maximum-likelihood fit described in Sect. 8
are
φs = −0.083 ± 0.041 ± 0.006 rad
|λ| = 1.012 ± 0.016 ± 0.006
s − d = −0.0041 ± 0.0024 ± 0.0015 ps−1
s = 0.077 ± 0.008 ± 0.003 ps−1
ms = 17.703 ± 0.059 ± 0.018 ps−1
|A⊥|2 = 0.2456 ± 0.0040 ± 0.0019
|A0|2 = 0.5186 ± 0.0029 ± 0.0024
δ⊥ − δ0 = 2.64 ± 0.13 ± 0.10 rad
δ‖ − δ0 = 3.06 + 0.08− 0.07 ± 0.04 rad. (15)
The S-wave fractions and phase differences with respect to δ⊥
in each m(K +K −) bin are summarized in Appendix 1. The
background-subtracted data distributions with fit projections
are shown in Fig. 11.
The results are in good agreement with the previous LHCb
measurement. The measurements of φs , s and s − d
are the most precise to date and agree with the SM expecta-
tions [4,5,18,19]. The results also indicate no CP violation
in B0s → J/ψK +K − decays. The value of ms is in a
good agreement with the world average value [46]. Relax-
ing the assumption that λr is the same for all polarisation
states and repeating the fit shows no evidence for any polari-
sation dependence. The correlation matrix including system-
atic uncertainties can be found in Table 5.
11 Combination with other results
The results presented in this paper are combined with related
Run 1 and Run 2 LHCb measurements, taking into account
all statistical correlations, all systematic errors and their cor-
relations, and correlations between different run periods.
11.1 Combination with Run 1 B0s → J/ψ K +K −
The measurements presented in this paper are consistent with
those obtained from the analysis of the data collected by
LHCb during the LHC Run 1 [27]. The Run 1 measure-
ments are combined with the results of this analysis taking
into account a covariance matrix that includes the statisti-
cal uncertainties with their correlations, and the systematic
uncertainties with their correlations, both between the param-
eters in a single run period and between the two run periods.
The sources of systematic uncertainty that are correlated
between the analyses are the applicability of the time resolu-
tion obtained from the prompt control sample on the signal
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Fig. 11 Decay-time and helicity-angle distributions for background
subtracted B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays (data points) with the one-
dimensional projections of the PDF at the maximum-likelihood point.
The solid blue line shows the total signal contribution, which contains
(long-dashed red) CP-even, (short-dashed green) CP-odd and (dotted-
dashed purple) S-wave contributions. Data and fit projections for the
different samples considered (data-taking year, trigger and tagging cat-
egories, m(K +K −) bins) are combined
Table 5 Correlation matrix including the statistical and systematic correlations between the parameters
φs |λ| s − d s ms |A⊥|2 |A0|2 δ⊥ − δ0 δ‖ − δ0
φs 1.00 0.16 −0.05 0.01 −0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00
|λ| 1.00 0.07 −0.09 0.06 0.04 −0.02 0.04 0.01
s − d 1.00 −0.46 0.06 0.35 −0.24 −0.01 0.03
s 1.00 −0.05 −0.64 0.46 −0.02 0.00
ms 1.00 0.01 0.01 0.55 −0.01
|A⊥|2 1.00 −0.64 0.01 0.07
|A0|2 1.00 0.01 −0.02
δ⊥ − δ0 1.00 0.25
δ‖ − δ0 1.00
sample, the CSP factors, the correction of simulation for the
angular efficiency determination, and the length scale. In the
case of the angular efficiency, a correlation matrix is deter-
mined from the RMS distributions of the parameters in Run
2 and the same matrix is taken to account for correlations
between Run 1 and Run 2. For all other sources of system-
atic uncertainty no correlation is assumed. For the parameters
showing asymmetric uncertainties, the larger uncertainty has
been used in the combination.
It has been verified that using the average of the two asym-
metric uncertainties does not change the combination, and
that completely ignoring the systematic correlations has a
negligible effect. In the Run 1 measurement, s was mea-
sured instead of s − d , hence a linear transformation is
taken into account in the combination, constraining d to the
known value [32]. The combined results are
φs = −0.080 ± 0.032 rad ,
|λ| = 0.993 ± 0.013 ,
s = 0.6570 ± 0.0023 ps−1 ,
s = 0.0784 ± 0.0062 ps−1 ,
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Table 6 Correlation matrix for the results in Eq. (16) taking into account correlated systematics between Run 1 and the 2015 and 2016 results
φs |λ| s s ms |A⊥|2 |A0|2 δ⊥ − δ0 δ‖ − δ0
φs 1.00 0.10 −0.02 −0.02 0.02 0.01 −0.02 0.08 0.00
|λ| 1.00 0.04 −0.04 −0.05 0.03 −0.02 −0.06 0.02
s 1.00 −0.35 0.04 0.28 −0.17 −0.01 0.00
s 1.00 −0.01 −0.61 0.40 −0.02 0.00
ms 1.00 0.01 −0.01 0.61 0.01
|A⊥|2 1.00 −0.67 0.01 0.00
|A0|2 1.00 −0.04 −0.06
δ⊥ − δ0 1.00 0.28
δ‖ − δ0 1.00
ms = 17.691 ± 0.042 ps−1 ,
|A⊥|2 = 0.2486 ± 0.0035 ,
|A0|2 = 0.5197 ± 0.0035 ,
δ⊥ − δ0 = 2.88 ± 0.11 rad ,
δ‖ − δ0 = 3.155 ± 0.079 rad. (16)
The correlation matrix can be found in Table 6. The correla-
tion between s and d is 0.39. The combined value of φs
is 2.5 standard deviations from zero and agrees with expec-
tations based on the SM [4,5].
11.2 Combination with other LHCb φs results
The results obtained in the previous section are further com-
bined with the recent results from B0s → J/ψ π+π− [67]
decays, and the Run 1 results from B0s → J/ψ π+π− [28],
B0s → J/ψ K +K − for the K +K − invariant mass region
above 1.05 GeV/c2 [31], B0s → ψ(2S)φ [29] and B0s →
D+s D−s [30] decays.
The Run 1 analysis of B0s → J/ψ π+π− decays mea-
sured |λ| and φs assuming a value of ms fixed to 17.768 ±
0.024 ps−1. Before the combination, this value is updated
to 17.711 ± 0.059 ps−1 [27], and the analysis is repeated to
obtain updated values of |λ| and φs . The analysis of 2015 and
2016 data, instead, measured φs , |λ| and H −d , assuming
the ms value determined in this analysis. In the combina-
tion, H − d is parametrised as s − d − s/2, and the
value of d is constrained to the known value. The combined
values are
φs = −0.041 ± 0.025 rad ,
|λ| = 0.993 ± 0.010 ,
s = 0.6562 ± 0.0021 ps−1 ,
s = 0.0816 ± 0.0048 ps−1 . (17)
The correlation matrix can be found in Table 7. The correla-
tion between s and d is 0.48.
Table 7 Correlation matrix for the results in Eq. (17) obtained taking
into account correlated systematics between the considered analyses
φs |λ| s s
φs 1.00 0.05 −0.01 −0.03
|λ| 1.00 0.03 −0.03
s 1.00 −0.17
s 1.00
Fig. 12 Regions of 68% confidence level in the φs -s plane for the
individual LHCb measurements and a combined contour (in blue). The
B0s → J/ψ K +K − (magenta) and B0s → J/ψ π+π− [67] (red) con-
tours show the Run 1 and Run 2 combined numbers. The φs [4] and
s [18] predictions are indicated by the thin black rectangle
The values of these parameters are the most precise to
date. Figure 12 shows the 68% confidence level regions in
the φs vs. s plane for the considered analyses and the
LHCb combination. The combined value of φs is consistent
with global fits to data. The parameter |λ| agrees with the
hypothesis of no CP violation in the decay. The values of s
and s are consistent with expectations from HQE models.
12 Conclusions
In summary, a flavour-tagged decay-time-dependent angu-
lar analysis of B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays has been per-
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formed, using 1.9 fb−1 of pp collision data recorded by the
LHCb experiment during the 2015 and 2016 runs of the
LHC. Approximately 117 000 signal decays are selected,
with a decay-time resolution of about 45 fs and a tagging
power of 4.7%. The CP-violating phase φs is measured to be
−0.083 ± 0.041 ± 0.006 rad, the decay width difference of
the B0s mass eigenstates, s = 0.077±0.008±0.003 ps−1,
and the difference of the average decay widths of the B0s and
B0 mesons, s − d = −0.0041 ± 0.0024 ± 0.0015 ps−1.
Using the known value for the B0 meson lifetime 1.520 ±
0.004 ps [32], the ratio of B0s and B0 meson decay widths
is measured to be s/d = 0.9938 ± 0.0036 ± 0.0023. All
results are shown with first the statistical and second the sys-
tematic uncertainty. These are the single most precise mea-
surements of these quantities to date. In addition, the mass
difference between the B0s mass eigenstates is measured to be
ms = 17.703±0.059±0.018 ps−1. All results are consis-
tent with theoretical predictions based on the SM [4,5]. The
CP-violating parameters are also determined assuming that
they are not the same for all B0s → J/ψ K +K − polarisation
states and no polarisation dependence is observed.
The measurements presented here for the parameters φs ,
|λ|, s − d , s , ms , |A⊥|2, |A0|2, δ⊥ − δ0 and δ‖ − δ0
are consistent with those from B0s → J/ψ K +K − decays
obtained using data collected by the LHCb experiment dur-
ing Run 1 of the LHC [27]. The two sets of measurements
are combined accounting for the statistical and systematic
correlations between parameters in each and the systematic
correlations between the two run periods. The combined val-
ues are φs = −0.080 ± 0.032 rad, |λ| = 0.993 ± 0.013,
s = 0.6570 ± 0.0023 ps−1, s = 0.0784 ± 0.0062 ps−1
and ms = 17.691 ± 0.042 ps−1. The value of φs is 2.5
standard deviations from zero and consistent with theoreti-
cal predictions based on the SM [4,5].
The results are further combined with the recent results
from B0s → J/ψ π+π− [67], and the Run 1 results from
B0s → J/ψ π+π− [28], B0s → J/ψ K +K − for the K +K −
invariant mass region above 1.05 GeV/c2 [31], B0s →
ψ(2S)φ [29] and B0s → D+s D−s [30]. The combined values
are φs = −0.041 ± 0.025 rad, |λ| = 0.993 ± 0.010, s =
0.6562 ± 0.0021 ps−1 and s = 0.0816 ± 0.0048 ps−1.
These values are consistent with theoretical predictions based
on the SM [4,5]. In particular, the value of φs is consistent
with a non-zero CP-violation predicted within the SM and
with no CP-violation in the interference of B0s meson mixing
and decay. The parameter |λ| is consistent with unity, imply-
ing no evidence for direct CP-violation in B0s → J/ψ K +K −
decays.
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Appendix
A S-wave parameters
The results for the S-wave parameters in each of the six
m(K +K −) bins are given in Table 8. The main sources of
systematic uncertainties are the CSP factors, the mass factor-
ization and biases of the fitting procedure.
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Table 8 Values of the S-wave parameters in each m(K +K −) bin. The
first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic
Parameter Value
FS1 0.492 ± 0.043 ± 0.010
FS2 0.041 ± 0.008 ± 0.006
FS3 0.0044+0.0030−0.0017 ± 0.0014
FS4 0.0069+0.0062−0.0045 ± 0.0016
FS5 0.073 ± 0.013 ± 0.004
FS6 0.152+0.019−0.018 ± 0.009
δS1 − δ⊥[ rad] +2.21+0.17−0.20 ± 0.20
δS2 − δ⊥[ rad] +1.56 ± 0.29 ± 0.05
δS3 − δ⊥[ rad] +1.09+0.47−0.36 ± 0.10
δS4 − δ⊥[ rad] −0.28+0.16−0.26 ± 0.12
δS5 − δ⊥[ rad] −0.54+0.09−0.10 ± 0.02
δS6 − δ⊥[ rad] −1.10+0.13−0.16 ± 0.11
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